BENENDEN DIPLOMA

Our Curriculum
for Year 7 and 8

The Benenden Diploma: Awe and Wonder
The Benenden Diploma 1 is our bespoke curriculum for our IV and UIV. Pupils in these year
groups are 11 to 13 years old and they follow this curriculum for their first two years at the School,
when they are in a year group of around 45 students. They graduate from the Diploma at the end
of the UIV in a special ceremony where they showcase their best work and achievements from the
two years.

What is Special About the Diploma?
In most senior schools, students of this age will have many unrelated
lessons across a week, where the content within each subject is not
linked to other subjects. Each lesson is self-contained, and each
teacher would not usually know what their colleagues were teaching,
or why. National surveys by Ofsted and the Independent Schools
Inspectorate have shown that the learning in these critical year
groups sometimes lacks challenge or repeats content learnt in prep
school.
In contrast, our unique curriculum has been designed to capture the
sense of awe and wonder that students of this age still have about
discovering new knowledge and skills. We have the freedom to teach
our IVs and UIVs outside the requirements of Common Entrance
or another exam-led syllabus. So our curriculum not only delivers
the key skills necessary to each subject specialism, giving students the
knowledge and aptitudes necessary for public exams later, but also
enables our students to make exciting and innovative links between
subjects through a series of enquiry projects and themes. This is a

way of learning that better reflects life and the workplace: after all,
in our adult days we do not have one hour of maths followed by one
hour of languages and so on.
The Benenden Diploma is a highly interactive, investigative
curriculum designed to provide challenge and intellectual
stimulation and promote problem-solving and the application of
knowledge. We do continue to teach through hour-long subject
specific lessons, but each term the content of the lessons is linked
to a central theme, and each term, for a few days, we suspend the
normal structure of the day to allow students to work on projects,
often in role, that allows them to learn new subjects or work in a
cross-curricular way. These sessions are often led by professionals
such as working artists, writers, scientists or engineers.

The Themes
The themes for each of the six terms are:
•

Identity

•

Journeys

•

Change

•

Childhood and Adolescence

•

Rites and Celebrations

•

Around the World in 80 Days

Each department considers how it can deliver content that links
to the theme, and draws on the work of other subjects so that
students need to make links and apply work from elsewhere as they
complete tasks within each subject. At the beginning and end of
each term, the students experience a launch or plenary project

that addresses the theme directly and where they can work on
projects for a sustained period of time. Often the work developed
in teams is presented to an adult audience, developing skills of
collaboration, timekeeping, resourcefulness and communication,
all so important in later life.

The Subject Lessons
As in most schools, our IV and UIV have a range of disciplines
that they experience as hour-long lessons. There are 32 hours
available a week, and for most of this time, the girls will
have lessons in Maths, English, Science, Computing, Design
Technology, two languages, Latin and Classical Civilisation,
History, Geography, Religious Studies, Music, Art, Drama and PE.
These are all taught by subject specialists who also teach our Sixth
Formers, and who have a depth of subject knowledge with which
to challenge the girls.

But, in contrast to most schools, each lesson is delivered in a
spirit of enquiry. Every lesson or series of lessons begins with
a question: eg If you were designing a building in an earthquake
area, what would you need to consider? How can I write an
effective news article and meet my publication deadline? How do
Islam and Christianity differ? The work from the lesson and the
associated prep forms each girl’s investigations as she researches
with careful support, or is taught possible answers.

The Cross-Curricular Work
In addition to the enquiry-led subject lessons, in each week the
girls will have some other experiences. One of these is time travel
where the girls investigate what it would have been like to be a
12-year-old girl in a particular year in history: what they would
have eaten, worn, how they would have lived and spoken; and how
national events might have affected them – this is an important
addition of social history, international relations and local
geography to their curriculum.
In all lessons, we highlight the achievements of women through
the ages, whether that be in science, literature, the arts or public
life. In addition, some time each week is given to reading for

pleasure, current affairs, study skills and Personal, Social, Health
and Economic Education.
Also, at various points across the year, the normal school day is
suspended and the girls are taught as a year group, and divided
into teams: this means they will work with every other girl in their
year group, and IVs and UIVs will sometimes work together.
During these days, the girls are set a central question to explore.
For example, in the first term, the question is ‘Who Am I?’
Students might take part in workshops on psychometric testing;
explore psychological theories about how your place within your
family influences your personality; do an online political survey

and learn about how their beliefs match the main UK political
parties’ manifestos. They learn about the history of portraiture
and create playlists of music important to them.
In the Spring, they will work in role as anthropologists to prepare
resources on migration, each group researching an animal that
migrates and a group of people who have migrated: topics range
from the red-backed crab to the Huguenots.
In the Summer of the IV, the girls will work in role for a week as
delegates at a UN conference, looking at how they can change the
world for the better. They explore issues such as polluted water,
food shortages, climate change and animal extinction, and at the

end of the week they give presentations, in role as advertising
companies advising charities about a campaign to
raise awareness and funds. The girls work with professional charity
and development workers, as well as experts from the world of
advertising, to make their research and presentations as lifelike as
possible.
Working in role allows students of all abilities to become ‘experts’
as well as adapt their language for formal situations and allows
them an emotional link to the subject matter: it invariably
produces work of a high standard as well as being enormous fun.

Exploring Britain and the World
Part of the Diploma focuses on Cultural Icons: in the Autumn
Term of the IV, the girls spend four days in Stratford-uponAvon, working with actors from the Royal Shakespeare Company
and professional historians at Warwick Castle, preparing their
understanding of The Tempest which they will perform in the
Summer. In contrast, in the Spring the girls visit either Toledo
in Spain or Carcassone in France, exploring how where you live

affects your cultural identity. The girls study Chaucer and Dickens
with visits to Canterbury and Rochester as part of the Maids of
Kent theme which also runs through the Weekend Programme.
In the UIV they visit Salzburg or another European city for a
week to explore life in a European country and to take part in
various enterprise activities. All these trips are part of the planned
learning experience and thus included in the school fees.

Skills for Life

Global Citizenship

Mind and Spirit

Creativity and
Culture

Physical Health
and Wellbeing

ACE PROGRAMME
A COMPLETE EDUCATION

The ACE Programme
Beyond the lessons, many aspects of Benenden life are mapped
into what we call our ACE programme: A Complete Education.
This has five headings which cover many areas of co-curricular
and boarding life: Physical Health and Wellbeing; Creativity
and Culture; Mind and Spirit; Global Citizenship; Skills for Life.
Through this carefully planned programme, the girls will have a
chance to learn alongside boys, explore the wider community and
consider the place of Britain within the world. They will focus
on study skills such as how to make notes and revise, have some
careers and financial education and learn about how to look after

themselves and stay fit and healthy. The Weekend Programme,
assemblies, all our hundreds of clubs and activities, the trips
and visits and many parts of general boarding life are all part of
the ACE programme and each girl will work with her personal
tutor to ensure she is experiencing activities from each of the
five ‘segments’ and challenging herself to develop new skills and
interests. We expect each girl to complete a minimum of 150 hours
of logged participation across the ACE programme in order to
receive her Diploma.

The Diploma Skills
Throughout her time at Benenden, girls will
develop skills in Resilience, Resourcefulness,
Relationships, Reflectiveness and Responsibility.
With her tutor, each girl will regularly review
her progress in these five areas, and the enquiry
projects and schemes of work are carefully
designed to give students the chance to practise
these skills and apply them.

I can be resilient

I can be resourceful

I can:

I can:

•

Persevere with a task, even when it is difficult

•

Generate lots of ideas

•

Ask for help when I need it

•

Manage resources effectively

•

Accept positive criticism

•

Use different sources of information

•

Cope constructively with failure or problems

•

Acknowledge sources of information

•

Manage my time well and prioritise tasks

•

Select relevant information

•

Adapt my ideas as circumstances change

•

•

Deal with competing pressures

Identify and apply different ways of tackling a
task

•

Explore a problem and identify different ways
of dealing with it

•

Show initiative, take responsibility and learn
new skills

I can be reflective

I can work well with others

I can:

I can:

•

Decide what needs to be done

•

Contribute positively to a group

•

Decide what I need to do it

•

Take on different roles in a group

•

Identify questions to ask and problems to solve

•

Show listening skills

•

Use advice given to me to help me progress

•

Present and share information with others

•

Review my progress against criteria/
assessment objectives

•

Plan work with others and use their ideas to
help a task progress

•

Ask good questions to deepen understanding

•

Manage conflict in order to achieve results

•

Evaluate my learning and make changes
to achieve success

•

Create opportunities for others to contribute

The Extended Project
In the Summer Term of the IV, the girls will be introduced to an essential part of the Diploma: a piece
of independent research known as The Extended Project. Each girl chooses to explore a question where
she has a special interest. The work can be in the form of a mini-dissertation of around 2,000 words, or
a practical product with a short written report. The girls will present their research to an audience during
the next year, and this is recorded. Examples of titles completed by some of our younger girls include:
•

How might I raise £1,000 for WaterAid?

•

How has social media affected the lives of British teenagers?

•

How does migration affect a child’s life?

•

What has accounted for the changes in telephone design and technology since its
invention?

•

What is the government currently doing to manage pollution?

This research tasks supports the students as they develop skills of academic research, managing workload
and deadlines and presenting to an audience.

How is the Diploma Assessed?
Throughout the Diploma, work is marked as normal by class
teachers, and targets set for progression within individual subject
areas. In addition, girls will select pieces of work which they feel best
represent their attainment and efforts across subjects, in relation to
the termly themes. These are kept in an e-portfolio. This process is
overseen by each girl’s tutor who will monitor her progress in the
‘soft skills’ and her participation in the ACE programme.
Parents receive reports on their daughter’s progress four times a year,
with an additional parents’ morning where teachers, tutor and Hm
are available for consultation.

Each department has designed 10 level descriptors that describe
progression in knowledge, skills and application across the two
years. We would expect every student to make at least five levels of
progress across the two years. Some will move more quickly than
others and the link to the descriptors on the reports allow parents to
see where their daughter sits against our expectations for a student
within that year group. Thus, each girl’s work is marked out of 10
in her exercise books or folders, depending on her current level of
attainment, but she may also be given a mark for attitude to learning.
Our report descriptors are also unique to Benenden and reflect the
ability range of the girls we have and our expectations for them.

Year Group/Term Number
Level

7.1

7.2

7.3

8.1

8.2

8.3

10

Exceptional

Exceptional

Exceptional

Exceptional

Exceptional

Exceptional

9

Exceptional

Exceptional

Exceptional

Exceptional

Exceptional

Excellent

8

Exceptional

Exceptional

Exceptional

Exceptional

Excellent

Good

7

Exceptional

Exceptional

Exceptional

Excellent

Good

Good

6

Exceptional

Exceptional

Excellent

Good

Good

Adequate

5

Exceptional

Excellent

Good

Good

Adequate

Adequate

4

Excellent

Good

Good

Adequate

Exp Diff

Exp Diff

3

Good

Good

Adequate

Exp Diff

Exp Diff

Exp Diff

2

Adequate

Adequate

Exp Diff

Exp Diff

Exp Diff

Exp Diff

1

Exp Diff

Exp Diff

Exp Diff

Exp Diff

Exp Diff

Exp Diff

Summative Reporting
We use the following criteria to report on students’ progress in attainment, and attitude to learning.
Descriptor Word

Equivalent Grade

Criteria for Attainment

EXCEPTIONAL

A*

Consistently performing at an exceptionally high standard for this level; showing insight, creativity, flair and talent. Has
a deep understanding of the knowledge and skills associated with this subject and can apply these analytically and
judiciously across a variety of tasks.

EXCELLENT

A

Consistently performing at a high standard for this level. Has a strong understanding of the knowledge and skills
associated with this subject and can apply these confidently in a variety of tasks.

GOOD

B

Working at a good standard for this level. Is gaining many of the skills associated with this subject and can apply some of
them to a variety of tasks, showing sound understanding.

ADEQUATE

C

Working at a fair standard. Gaining some of the knowledge and skills associated with this subject. Can carry out some
tasks satisfactorily; making reasonable progress.

EXPERIENCING
DIFFICULTY

D

Is currently struggling to master some of the core skills and understanding associated with the subject at this level.

Descriptor Word

Criteria for Attitude to Learning

EXCEPTIONAL

A real academic risk-taker. Works with initiative and independence, showing outstanding persistence and resourcefulness, consistently going
beyond what is expected. Able to reflect on own performance and set herself targets for progress. Participates fully in her learning, showing
engagement and enthusiasm and is not afraid to make mistakes as she progresses.

EXCELLENT

Works with increasing independence, taking pride in what she does and always trying hard to do her best. Is able to persist when tasks are
difficult, and draw on a variety of resources to complete assignments. Can work effectively in groups and independently. Able to take some risks
in her learning.

GOOD

Generally tries hard to do her best. Makes an effort to participate in class and shows some resourcefulness to complete assignments effectively.
Able to ask for help and show some persistence when she finds things challenging. Can be relied on to work well in groups and independently.

INCONSISTENT

Works with reasonable effort but can sometimes be rather passive in her learning, failing to take personal responsibility for making progress.
Some tasks may be carelessly completed or rushed. Needs reminding about effective work habits in class or prep.

CAUSE FOR
CONCERN

Shows little effort or engagement with her learning. Tasks regularly show carelessness. Often reluctant to learn from mistakes in order to make
progress; may show little persistence or resourcefulness when things are difficult.

Revision and Recall
All girls will experience tests within their subject lessons,
peppered throughout the two years – these help the
girls develop the essential skill of revision and recall. In
addition, early in the Spring the girls have tests during one
week, where they will need to evidence their learning, and
a formal exam week in June. Some exams will be subject
specific; others will be related to the year’s themes and
require students to use knowledge from a range of subjects
in order to complete the tasks. In this way, we aim to
prepare the girls both for GCSEs and A Levels, but also for
the sorts of tasks they will encounter in their professional
and personal lives as adults.

Graduation!
The Diploma will end in June of the UIV, when the girls will present
the very best of their work from the two years, receive their Diploma
certificate at a graduation ceremony, and have a celebratory
dinner and party. From there, they will pass into the three years of
the Middle School, which will incorporate their GCSE and IGCSE
studies.

We believe that the content and style of
our unique Diploma allows students to
retain the excitement and curiosity of
childhood enquiry whilst developing the
advanced skills of research, teamwork
and presentation which often students will
not encounter until university.

For a Large Print version of this
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